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Abstract 
This paper discusses using the Performed Culture Approach (PCA) in college beginning- and 
intermediate-level Chinese language courses that use the pedagogical material Integrated Chinese. 
The author starts the discussions by recapping the Performed Culture Approach and introducing 
the background and schedules of the Chinese language courses. Then the author reports the four 
main challenges of using Integrated Chinese in terms of the target cultural environment, 
authenticity of dialogue scripts, grammar explanation and exemplification, and demonstration of 
new characters and textual realia, followed by sharing solutions, learner feedback, and remaining 
issues. In the end the author discusses the overall successes of using the Performed Culture 
Approach and suggestions of alternative pedagogical materials. 
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1. The Performed Culture Approach 
Rooted in the widely influential concept that Chinese is a “truly foreign language” for native 
English learners (Jorden and Walton 1987), the Performed Culture Approach (PCA) was 
developed in the early 1990s at The Ohio State University by its chief architects Galal Walker and 
Mari Noda (Yu 2020:41-2). An important concept of PCA is that PCA emphasizes intercultural 
competence and a focus on behavioral culture, which is an important discourse of culture defined 
by Hammerly (1982:512-4), in addition to achievement culture and informational culture. Walker 
(2010:13) stresses that the early stages of a foreign language learning career should focus on 
behavioral culture. Another important concept of PCA is that PCA constructs learners’ second 
culture worldview as distinct from their base culture worldview—students study exemplars and 
rules of functioning in the Chinese cultural environment and participate in communicative events 
in contexts of the Chinese culture so as to accumulate stories and thus compile cases (stories of 
doing something), sagas (stories of interacting with specific sets of people or in a specific location), 
and themes (stories of actions that convey cultural values) in the Chinese culture (Walker and Noda 
2010:31-42).  

Among the emerging CFL paradigm changes in America since the 1870s, the PCA has 
rationally absorbed advantages and discarded disadvantaged components of the previous 
paradigms including Grammar Translation, Audiolingual, and Proficiency (Chai 2017). The PCA 
also highlights both the Western cognitive studies that suggest learning is not directly transferred 
by instruction but is a natural response of the brain to changes in signaling produced by experience, 
and the Eastern philosophical traditions (e.g. The Analects of Confucius) that knowledge is 
transmitted through practice occurring at the right time (Chai 2017). In the last decade a substantial 
number of monographs, papers, and pedagogical materials about PCA have been published,1 and 
the PCA has been gaining increasing recognition and reputation both in America and China. The 
PCA in general is a mindset that includes various aspects about the foreign language pedagogy, 
and this paper focuses on the pedagogical practices of PCA in college beginning- and intermediate-
level Chinese language courses based on the author’s experience.  
 
2. Program Background and Course Schedules  
The Chinese language program discussed in this paper offers three levels of Chinese language 
courses: the beginner level (Chinese 101 and 102), the intermediate level (Chinese 201 and 202), 
the advanced level (Chinese 301 and 302), as well as two disciplinary courses (Chinese 309 
Business Chinese, Chinese 319 Chinese Translation). The university-wide foreign language 
requirement is through the 201 level, and students can place out of language courses if they can 
demonstrate proficiency at that level. From Chinese 101 to Chinese 202, the instructional goal is 
to train students’ intercultural competency—to recognize and respond to everyday situations and 
events in the Chinese culture and to learn how to present oneself in a way that a Chinese person 

 
1  The PCA reference guide website at https://sites.williams.edu/performed-culture-approach/ includes a detailed 
bibliography.  

https://sites.williams.edu/performed-culture-approach/
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finds comfortable. Students meet for 50 minutes per class and four classes per week, which are 
scheduled on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday (one day has two back-to-back classes).  

In my course design, I use the ACT/FACT instructional set-up according to PCA. Three of the 
weekly classes are ACT classes conducted entirely in Chinese to “evoke student performance of 
the items being studied” (Walker 2010:59); one is a FACT class primarily conducted in English 
for “imparting information about Chinese” (Walker 2010:59) and allowing questions about 
grammar and culture to be addressed. The three ACT classes are evenly distributed on Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday, and the remaining fourth class hour (on Monday, Wednesday, or Friday) 
is scheduled as the FACT class. Such an arrangement helps balance out the everyday workload for 
students, because they need to prepare approximately two hours for each ACT class hour, but 
relatively less time for each FACT class. If classes are evenly distributed throughout the week, or 
if the factual information of vocab, grammar, and culture is thoroughly presented in and easily 
accessed through pedagogical materials, the ratio of ACT to FACT classes could be larger. The 
rationale of separating the two modes of instruction is to create an immersive, “flipped,” cultural 
learning environment where students are driven to actively engage in authentic communication, 
while still maintaining a space where students can unwind and reflect in their first language. Using 
terms in cognitive psychology, the ACT class develops the “procedural knowledge”—students 
demonstrate what they know about the language through culturally appropriate performances; the 
FACT class develops the “declarative knowledge”—students state what they know about the 
language and seek clarification about their confusion, if any (Christensen and Noda 2002:xiv).  

Each course works on five lessons of the primary pedagogical material in approximately ten 
weeks, and the remaining weeks of the semester are used for reviews and supplementary authentic 
media materials. From Chinese 102 onward, each ACT class on Mondays and Wednesdays works 
on the spoken skills of half of a new dialogue and its associated target expressions. Doing this 
ensures that students are driven to study every new dialogue on their own. The FACT class follows 
the two ACT spoken classes, and if the FACT class does not need an entire class hour, the 
remaining class time could be used in the ACT mode to elicit a higher level of performance as a 
review activity. Friday’s ACT class works on reading and compositional skills based on the same 
dialogue that is learned on Mondays and Wednesdays. Chinese 101 works on a slightly different 
schedule. First, only one ACT spoken class is used for each dialogue in Lessons 1-2. Second, the 
reading and writing classes don’t start until a few weeks into a semester. The slight delay of 
introducing the Chinese writing system considerably lightens students’ learning load because they 
first build a basic foundation of phonological representations of words and then only need to learn 
the written representations of the characters. The final grade is based on performance in the aspects 
of class performance2 (roughly 60%), character practice (roughly 14%), compositions (roughly 
14%), final oral interview (roughly 7%), and final oral presentation (roughly 7%).  

 
 

 
2 The class performance grading system is similar to the “daily grading system” studied in Choi and Samimy (2002), 
which finds in a U.S. college-level Japanese language program that daily grading motivates students to perform the 
target language on a daily basis and that both teachers and students have positive beliefs about daily grading. 
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3. Challenges of Using Integrated Chinese  
The primary pedagogical material mentioned above is Integrated Chinese (IC, 4th edition, Liu et 
al 2018). There are four significant instructional challenges to using IC for training American 
learners to communicate in the Chinese culture in a culturally appropriate and linguistically 
accurate way.3 First, it is unclear whether the communication in the main texts (mostly dialogues) 
are based on American cultural expectations or Chinese cultural expectations. The storyline signals 
a U.S. environment (e.g. going to Chinatown) where sometimes non-native Chinese characters 
speak Chinese to each other without the presence of a Chinese audience, but the videos of the main 
dialogues show a Chinese social environment and many off-campus characters (doctor, apartment 
rental agent, travel agent, flight check-in attendant) who are all Chinese performers speaking 
native-like Chinese. The mixed sociocultural environments have moved cross-cultural differences 
out of sight, which could mislead learners to believe that the American culture can be easily 
mapped onto the Chinese culture, and the Chinese language can be learned regardless of the target 
cultural expectations.  

Second, based on the Chinese cultural expectation, numerous IC dialogue scripts appear 
inauthentic and inappropriate. There are examples at different stages of the total lessons. In Lesson 
1 the college students Wang Peng and Li You meet for the first time on campus and address each 
other as “Mr.” and “Miss”; in Lesson 6 when Chang laoshi is unavailable to meet a student, she 
makes an apology to the student and tells the student her detailed schedule; in Lesson 13 the British 
student Gao Wenzhong uses the cardinal directions to give directions to Chinatown in an 
unspecified American city and yet his friend from Beijing doesn’t know the cardinal directions;4 
in Lesson 14 Gao Wenzhong’s older sister Gao Xiaoyin celebrates her birthday at home via a 
“dance party” that schedules “singing and dancing” after dinner;5 in Lesson 19 the Chinese student 
Wang Peng invites his American friend Li You to visit his hometown Beijing, and Li You accepts 
the invitation without any refusal strategies.6  

According to PCA, it is important for pedagogical materials to demonstrate appropriate cultural 
performances in the target culture as exemplary scripts for learners. By this standard, the IC 
contexts and dialogues are not model communication based on which learners can rehearse 
variations and applications. Such wrong and inappropriate models of communication could 
mislead learners to “compile the wrong cultural knowledge and have a hard time when they 

 
3 Its 3rd edition textbook series contains many problems in terms of cultural instruction (Yu 2009), and many of the 
issues are still salient in the 4th edition. 
4 Using cardinal directions to give directions occurs in a place with straightforward north-south-east-west layout of 
street network orientation (e.g. Beijing), rather than in a random area whose street network orientation is unknown; 
most of those who are born and raised in Beijing are familiar with use of cardinal directions.  
5 This dialogue script is culturally out of place even in the American culture. First, an American birthday party with 
friends at one’s home would be called a “party” or a “get-together” rather than a “dance party.” Second, dancing might 
occur after dinner especially if alcohol is involved, but it would be a spontaneous decision rather than be part of the 
“the plan.” Third, Americans are unlikely to perform “singing” in the way that Chinese do in a karaoke style either. 
6 Based on the refusal strategies that Yang (2008) analyzes, an invitation to visit Beijing from the U.S., if serious and 
real, could pose a major obligation on the inviter, and the American invitee did not show a polite and considerate 
attitude toward the inviter. Students who imitate such oversimplified invitational conversation might not be able to 
make themselves likeable in front of their Chinese counterparts. 
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encounter the real situation in the target culture” (Yu 2008:133). Kubler (2020:325) has warned 
language teachers the danger of “stilted ‘textbook Chinese’,” which is an unnatural and inauthentic 
form of the Chinese language that is written specifically for foreign learners of Chinese. As 
instructors, we should remember to minimize the use of such inauthentic dialogue scripts and 
maximize communicatively realistic spoken performances in the target culture. 

Third, new grammar is not consistently given explanation or exemplified in controlled 
structures. When a learned word appears as a new grammar, its explanation is sometimes absent. 
For example, yào is explained in Lesson 5 as a verb “to want” followed by an object, and is 
interpreted in Lesson 6 as a modal verb “be going to” followed by an action, but no clarification 
is given in Lesson 12 when bú yào appears as a negative command “don’t” followed by an action, 
thus the students thought the diner’s request Bú yào fàng ròu “Don’t put meat” means “I don’t 
want putting meat” or “You are not going to put meat” and had problems applying bú yào 
accurately in other contexts. Other examples of unexplained grammar also include dào…qù 
(Lesson 6) for going to a place, ba (Lesson 7) for conceding a point, dào (Lesson 11) as a 
resultative complement, gěi (Lesson 13) after a verb, qù (Lesson 15) after a verb, zài (Lesson 15) 
as a postverb, and yào (Lesson 17) as “need” followed by an object and “need to” followed by an 
action. Meanwhile, when new grammar is exemplified with more example sentences, the grammar 
is applied in different ways than in the dialogue, or in unlearned sentence structures without further 
clarification. For example, in Lesson 5 le appears for the first time between verb and object in a 
simple sentence to indicate completion of an action in the past. But in the example sentences le 
also appears after the object, in two-verb pivotal sentences, and for completion in the future 
(Lesson 5). These varied example sentences can be confusing and overwhelming for learners who 
encounter the completed action le for the first time. Students who prepare with these 
unsatisfactorily presented grammar points enter the ACT classroom with increased expectation of 
grammar clarification and a reduced level of smooth performances. If the instructor swaps the 
sequence of ACT/FACT class and lectures new grammars first, students may rely more heavily on 
instructors which lessens the “learner-centered” and “flipped classroom” strategy, and students are 
still short of materials to practice for fluency and automaticity.   

Fourth, in training learners’ literacy skills, IC has issues too. To begin, IC presents new 
characters in unbalanced numbers across texts. Lessons 1-5 demand the heaviest workload of 
learning new characters although students are still at a beginning stage to build phonological 
representations of new words. Lessons 1-5 have an average of 16.8 new characters per text, 
compared to an average of 13.2 new characters per text in Lessons 6-10, an average of 13.5 in 
Lessons 11-15, and an average of 12 in Lessons 16-20. The number of new characters per text is 
remarkably inconsistent. Lesson 3 Dialogue 2 requires students to learn 32 characters, whereas 
Lesson 5 Narrative requires students to learn only four characters. This inconsistency exerts 
undesirably fluctuating pressure on students’ learning and class preparation. Second, unlike Basic 
Written Chinese (Kubler 2012) and Intermediate Written Chinese (Kubler 2015), IC does not 
explain the structure of each new character in detail, and thus students have to depend on either 
the instructor lecturing or mechanical memorization. Third, the textual realia that IC provides is 
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not always level-appropriate or authentic. Since PCA values using literacy skills to function in a 
Chinese cultural environment, simple realia are beneficial learning materials in lower levels to 
conduct Informational Reading and Perspective Reading, which are two acts of reading that Noda 
(2003:29-32) categorizes besides Affective Reading. IC does provide visually pleasant photograph 
realia, but some of them contain an excessive amount of unknown characters which would hinder 
comprehension and performance. The Chinese Chat social media messages provided by IC repeat 
more characters that students have already learned, and yet the contexts for these messages are 
often inauthentic, for example, “a Chinese language partner” has a European surname and a 
Caucasian-looking profile picture and uses an unheard-of “HipChat” to text the American student 
reader (Liu et al 2018:246).  

 
4. Creating Supplementary Materials 
Due to the lack of authenticity of the main dialogues and unsatisfactory demonstration of grammar, 
I had to create a number of supplementary audio drills for each dialogue to help scaffold students’ 
learning for ACT spoken classes (an average of seven audio drills for each dialogue in Lessons 1-
5 and ten for each dialogue in Lessons 6-20). Kubler (2018) has stressed the importance of learners 
self-studying communicatively realistic audio drills outside of class to help attain fluent and native-
like communicative competence and make more efficient use of limited class time. Chinese: 
Communicating in the Culture (Walker and Lang 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007) all provide drills of this 
kind. My audio drills inclusively cover the important target expressions and their associated 
grammar including what IC left out. Each audio drill is comprised of an accurate yet neat 
description of grammar structure, an authentic model conversation based on the dialogue, and 
vocabulary items in the current lesson or previous lessons that can be communicatively realistically 
plugged into those conversations. When the dialogue exhibits problematic communicative scripts, 
the audio drills can demonstrate exemplary ones via modified scripts. The IC’s exemplification of 
grammar that contain new structures are also incorporated into audio drills for the groups of 
learners who can be further challenged.  

Students are given both the scripts and recordings of the audio drills. The recordings use the 
normal speed of speech. Scripts are written in both pinyin and characters for the ease of learners 
and instructor. To prepare for ACT spoken classes, students independently study the assigned 
dialogue video, dialogue script, vocabulary, as well as the audio drills that I prepared. The specific 
lines of the dialogue and numbers of vocabulary and audio drills are all clearly given so that 
students have a concrete idea of the scope of study items. Such preparations are the pedagogical 
scaffolds that learners need before they can produce authentic, fluent, and proper interactions in 
the ACT classes. Students commented in their anonymous online student course evaluations that 
the audio drills “were extremely helpful” (Chinese 201 Fall 2018) and even “were the most helpful 
study material for the class” (Chinese 202 Spring 2019). This shows that the audio drills have 
become indispensable learning materials to offset some main challenges that IC has brought and 
to help students get ready for the ACT classes. More importantly, the students valued and enjoyed 
working with the audio drills.  
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5. Eliciting Spoken Cultural Performances 
Students are not asked to memorize dialogues as part of the preparation, and therefore in the ACT 
classes students don’t perform the original dialogues in pairs in the assigned sequence. This is 
because, first, the dialogues are not exemplary communication. Second, it helps avoid misleading 
those who are not familiar with PCA that “performance” is “memorization.” Students are still 
expected to accurately and fluently perform based on the dialogues (if exemplary) or audio drills 
prompted by the instructor. A performance starts from teacher-student, then student-teacher, and 
finally student-student, with communicatively realistic substitutions of vocabulary. Target 
expressions from previous lessons are frequently looped in at good times to stretch communicative 
capacities. The last couple of minutes of an ACT class are conducted in the FACT mode to quickly 
respond to questions. 

The contexts of the dialogues are used first to help students remember the expected target 
expressions and behaviors, but only the contexts where a character communicates with a native 
Chinese character are used, and the contexts where non-native Chinese characters are talking to 
each other without the presence of a native Chinese are modified into a similar context where at 
least a native Chinese role participates in the conversation. Then the instructor alters contextual 
information (i.e., PARTS–place, audience, roles, time, script) (Walker and Noda 2010:24) so as to 
elicit students’ varied performances. Specific contexts are set up to elicit the target expressions 
where they belong, such as using business scenarios for “Mr.” and “Miss.” Both contexts in China 
and contexts in America can be set up, but the speaking roles need to be reasonably designed so 
that Chinese is used for a reason. Take the performance of “shopping for shoes” for example. If 
the context is in China, American students can be a “customer” conversing with the Chinese shop 
assistant or a Chinese language partner. If the context is in America, American students can be a 
“friend” of a Chinese student who needs to buy shoes, or can be a “shop assistant” who can speak 
Chinese to customers from China, or can be a “customer” who happened to find that the Asian-
looking shop assistant is in fact Chinese. In two different types of contexts, the instructor also 
needs to use the proper shoe size, currency, and payment methods. Meticulous management on 
such nuances help learners recognize cross-cultural differences, alter the way of doing things, and 
construct their second culture worldview.  

The context information is often given verbally or through a background picture on the 
presentation slide. Text in English or Chinese is rarely given. Prompts are often given via visual 
aids (e.g. pictures, props) because many performances require handling them. For example, to 
practice discussing the length of pants at a store, I used an index card with a pair of pants drawn 
on it and a sticky note with a pair of ankles drawn on it. When the pants revealed the ankles, the 
pants would be “too short”; when the pants covered the whole feet, the pants would be “too long.” 
For another example, to rehearse checking-in at the airport, I brought different sizes of luggage to 
the classroom and students needed to “check-in” accordingly depending on the number and type 
of luggage assigned to them, including lifting the luggage onto a short table for measuring the 
weight. An American role who checks in (at an airport in China) uses a prop of a navy-covered 
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American passport, and a Chinese role who checks in (at an airport in America with a ground 
service who can speak Chinese) uses a prop of a maroon-covered Chinese passport.  

 
6. Eliciting Reading and Compositional Cultural Performance 
Executing level-appropriate and communicatively realistic reading and compositional 
performances requires frequent reinvention of reading materials and composition prompts based 
on the IC dialogue topics. The weekly reading and writing ACT classes aim to improve students’ 
reading and composition skills through simulated social activities, which are normally a re-
enactment of spoken performances by using authentic reading materials that would contain level-
appropriate Chinese character texts which smoothly integrate spoken and written skills. For 
example, for the reading and writing class on “Dining Out,” I created menus in Chinese characters 
including all learned dishes, the format and currency of which matches with the context of Chinese 
restaurants in China and Chinese restaurants in America. In class, the “guests” read menus (i.e., 
Informational Reading) and order dishes, and the “server” takes orders by writing dish names down 
on the blackboard. After the “meal,” each student types a short “restaurant review” in a simulated 
online community and shares their review with each other (i.e., Perspective Reading). Through the 
IC lessons, students engage in other examples of Informational Reading such as maps, medicine 
prescriptions, and boarding passes along with their associated spoken performances.  

Students who need more basic skill-getting activities, however, can read dialogues out loud 
and discuss content questions in characters. The fluency that students build in spoken classes can 
remind them how characters are pronounced and what they mean. For all students, class 
preparation includes watching stroke order animation and hand-copying characters for a 
reasonable amount of repetition. Both of these activities have been evidenced to strengthen form 
recognition (Xu et al 2013). Biweekly take-home compositions include preparing a “manual” for 
new Chinese students to the students’ university introducing campus facilities, dining options, 
partying etiquette, and visiting a doctor. The first draft is typed so that students focus on 
constructing the content and the second draft is handwritten to draw students’ attention to the form 
of characters.  

However, issues still remain for using IC to develop literacy skills in controlled and smart ways. 
First, the widely unbalanced number of new characters across lessons gives the students added 
pressure. The instructor could try to move some new characters from a lesson with excessive new 
characters to another lesson with fewer new characters, but consequently the instructor would also 
need to adapt the designs for the ACT classes (and biweekly compositions) to accommodate the 
new distribution of new characters. Second, due to the lack of explanations for new characters’ 
structures, students largely are forced to rely on mechanical memorization and repeatedly writing 
characters to get ready for the ACT classes. The schedule of FACT classes is too tight to effectively 
squeeze in lecturing on each new character’s structure. Using the instructor as the disseminator of 
information again lessens the “learner-centered” and “flipped classroom” strategy. I have compiled 
an index of the IC new characters in Basic Written Chinese (Kubler 2012) and Intermediate Written 
Chinese (Kubler 2015) so that students can use the Kubler’s texts through the university library 
(eBooks) to check the structure explanations of most IC new characters. But since using a 
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secondary pedagogical material was not enforced and students were not consistently assessed on 
the knowledge of character structures, the students were found to have ignored the index.   

 
7. Successes and Suggestions 
Overall, using PCA has yielded significantly positive results in training communicative skills. The 
students have made steady improvement in communicating in a culturally appropriate way. 
Students have become increasingly aware of the relationship between the social roles they play 
and how their communicative strategies should be modified. When I had big group meals with 
students and some Chinese friends in a Chinese restaurant when the courses completed, the 
students were able to take into account everyone’s dietary preferences, order a full table of 
nutritionally balanced dishes to share within a reasonable budget, and converse with native 
Chinese—all in Chinese. This observation has confirmed the findings of Qin (2013) that students 
at the beginner level of a southern U.S. college-level PCA-based Chinese language program are 
culturally more adept and better in tune with the rules and norms of Chinese culture. Second, 
through the university’s anonymous online student course evaluations in the past two years from 
Fall 2018 to Spring 2020, students have self-reportedly benefited from the instructor’s approach. 
Their self-reported benefits include increased communicative capacities in various scenarios, 
thorough understanding of sentence structures, and even strengthened intercultural competence as 
a global citizen in an increasingly diverse world. The third positive result from using PCA is that 
the student retention rate of intermediate-level courses has increased. In the past, most students 
tended to leave the Chinese language program as soon as they completed Chinese 201. But now 
students appear to be more willing to continue studying Chinese beyond what is required by the 
foreign language requirement. The retention rate increased dramatically from 17.1% (2018-2019) 
to 32.4% (2019-2020).7 Although statistically this is a small sample, for a relatively small language 
program any slight increase in enrollment at the intermediate-level courses would mean life-and-
death for more advanced upper-level courses.  

It is important that a Chinese language program choose appropriate and effective pedagogical 
material. If pedagogical material lacks authentic contexts, communicatively realistic dialogues, 
inclusive grammar explanation and controlled exemplification, and pedagogically-sound 
presentation of characters and textual realia, the instructor needs to prepare a lot of supplementary 
materials to compensate for these weaknesses so as to prevent students from compiling incorrect 
cultural knowledge, imitating an inappropriate model, establishing an equivocal understanding of 
grammar, and losing sense of achievement in literacy skills. If the instructor has the freedom to 
choose what pedagogical materials to adopt for their lower-level courses, they should consider 
Chinese: Communicating in the Culture (CCC, Walker and Lang 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007) for 
developing spoken skills and Basic Written Chinese (Kubler 2012) and Intermediate Written 
Chinese (Kubler 2015) for developing literacy skills. These materials deserve praise for their 

 
7 In academic year 2018-2019 only seven students continued on to Chinese 202 (Spring 2019) from 41 students in 
Chinese 201 (Fall 2018), while in academic year 2019-2020 11 students continued on to Chinese 202 (Spring 2020) 
from 34 students in Chinese 201 (Fall 2019). 
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naturalness and authenticity of texts and meticulous design towards a “flipped” ACT class (Yu 
2011; Zhang 2017). The coordinated design of the CCC interactive media program and 
performance texts makes CCC a one-of-a-kind learning program that drives learners to intensively 
listen and practice with audio. This could solve a difficult scenario where students come to class 
claiming they have listened to the assigned audio but actually did not thoroughly work with audio 
as instructors would have liked them to (Yu 2011:120). Kubler’s texts contain explanations of the 
structure and etymology of each new character that students highly value based on my field-testing. 
With the above recommended pedagogical materials, American learners of Chinese at the 
beginning- and intermediate-level can be trained to communicate in the Chinese culture in a more 
efficient way. Meanwhile the instructor, freed from making labor-intensive adaptations, may focus 
on designing class activities. 
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